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Abstract

Padded clothing (shoulder padding) is worn in Rugby Union to give players an opportunity to protect themselves. A per-

formance specification for padded clothing has been set out by World  Rugby™, with the intention that padded clothing only 

protects against lacerations and abrasions. Test protocols in this specification provide an assessment of the impact force 

attenuative properties of the material, this itself will not indicate what injuries they may have the potential to prevent or 

lessen the severity of. The current study has used previously established biomechanical parameters to develop a mechanical 

test procedure to assess the ability of padded clothing to prevent or lessen the severity of stud-induced laceration and abra-

sion injuries. A synthetic skin and soft tissue surrogate was developed and validated to mimic human anatomy. Without the 

addition of padded clothing, both wearing (abrasion) and tearing (laceration) of the synthetic tissue surrogate were seen. The 

addition of padded clothing saw no sign of stud-induced injury, even after six repeated trials of the same product, showing 

padded clothing can prevent or lessen the severity of lacerations and abrasions. The developed testing protocols could be 

used to assess the safety of any sports stud designs in relation to skin injury as well as the effectiveness of various protective 

clothing products across the sports industry.

Keywords Mechanical testing · Rugby union · Stud impact · Injury · Padded clothing · Skin surrogate

1 Introduction

In Rugby Union, padded clothing, commercially known as 

shoulder padding, is worn to dissipate a certain amount of 

impact energy. It is reported that 70% of players will wear 

shoulder padding to reduce the perceived risk of injury [1]. 

However, the injuries that padded clothing has the ability to 

prevent or reduce the severity of has not been quantitatively 

defined. Rugby Union’s governing body World  Rugby™ 

(WR) has set regulations to limit its impact attenuation 

potential, and as such, they do not view shoulder padding as 

a form of significant protection from injuries like fractures 

and dislocations. It is, nonetheless, considered to reduce the 

risk of superficial injuries like lacerations and abrasions. 

However, this aspect has never been quantitatively assessed.

A recent survey study found that 71% of rugby play-

ers have received a laceration injury caused by a rugby 

stud resulting in them having to leave the field of play [2]. 

Although laceration and skin injury is generally uncommon 

in Rugby Union, (approximately 5% of the total incidence 

of all injuries [3]) players will frequently require stitching 

and be exposed to infections [4, 5]. There is, therefore, a 

potential benefit of wearing padded clothing if its ability 

to prevent these types of injuries can be proven. Regula-

tion 12 [6] governed by WR sets certain provisions related 

to shoulder padding. At the time of writing, padding must 

have a density no greater than 45 kg/m3 ± 15 kg/m3; there-

fore, manufacturers will generally make them from foam 

products. Shoulder padding is subjected to an impact test 

involving a rigid 5 kg striker with a flat surface impacting a 

cylindrical steel anvil that has the shoulder pad mounted on 

it, the padding’s impact attenuative capabilities are limited. 

This testing only provides information on the impact force 
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attenuation properties of the material rather than quantifying 

which specific injuries the padding may protect from. In a 

stud impact, shoulder padding is not sandwiched between 

two rigid bodies but between one or more nonlinear viscoe-

lastic human bodies.

Recent research has developed test protocols for the 

assessment of skin injury risk from stud contacts in rugby 

[7]. Within this research, the kinetic and kinematic param-

eters of stamping and raking impacts in Rugby Union were 

measured. Raking velocity, load and, therefore, coefficient 

of friction (COF) were impact factors. When testing padded 

clothing, it is vital these game-representative contact condi-

tions are used. Another potential constraint to the effective-

ness of testing padded clothing is the use of an unrepresenta-

tive surrogate body that the padded clothing is mounted on, 

usually this body is rigid, unlike human tissue. This can lead 

to an inaccurate response to impact causing differences in 

the magnitude of stress and strain absorbed by padded cloth-

ing, as well as not represent the extent of the damage that 

may be caused to the human body segment [8].

Human surrogates are commonly used in the automotive, 

defence, and medical industries to perform a range of func-

tions including training aids (e.g., synthetic skin for medical 

graft training) [9]. Their use in the impact testing domains 

to assess the ability of injury preventative measures (i.e., 

shoulder padding) is also prevalent [8, 10]. Silicone elas-

tomers have been used in the past to represent human soft 

tissue structures (muscle, adipose) because of their simi-

larities in density, response to load, and repeatability [11, 

12]. Synthetic chamois leather has previously been used as 

a cost-effective method of simulating the skin in impact test-

ing environments due to its similar penetration resistance 

properties [13]. Validation of these surrogate materials is 

vital; this is usually done with ex vivo animal (often Porcine) 

tissue or with post-mortem human tissue [14]. The use of 

these surrogate materials does, however, have clear ethical 

implications. Ex vivo animal tissues also lack tonicity and 

do not always offer a representative mechanical response 

to load, for example, Porcine skin is slightly tougher than 

human skin due to its higher collagen content and increased 

thickness [15–17]. Because of the need for human surro-

gates in many industries, companies like  Syndaver® have 

developed state-of-the-art human tissue simulants with simi-

lar mechanical properties to their human equivalent [18]. 

However, these products are costly, especially if a bespoke 

product needs to be developed.

The purpose of this research was, therefore, to develop a 

new test procedure using appropriate loading conditions to 

assess the effectiveness of rugby shoulder padding to reduce 

the severity of lacerations and abrasions induced by stud 

raking contacts.

2  Design of rig

To simulate rugby stud raking, a rig initially developed to 

assess shoe–surface interactions [19] was adapted to include 

a rugby stud attachment as pictured in Fig.  1. This rig 

allowed for the replication of rugby stud raking conditions 

previously investigated by Oudshoorn [20]. Both vertical 

and horizontal force can be applied using pneumatic cyl-

inders, the pressure can be altered to modify loads to suit. 

The rig is instrumented with load cells and linear variable 

differential transformers so that force, COF, displacement, 

and acceleration in both the vertical and horizontal direc-

tions can be measured. A schematic of the rig is displayed 

in Fig. 2. The rig had a minimum vertical force (~ 500 N); 

therefore, four studs (Gilbert, 18 mm, aluminum (Conform-

ing to regulation 12, schedule 2 [6])) were used in a configu-

ration that matched the front four studs of rugby boot (Adi-

das, Kakari, SG), so that similar pressures to Oudshoorn’s 

[20] parameters (one stud) could be achieved.

A synthetic tissue surrogate was developed to replicate 

the human soft tissue response to stud raking (Fig. 3). It 

Fig. 1  a Test rig with Porcine tissue testbed attached; b Rugby stud (18 mm) attachment
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consisted of two layers, simulating muscle and skin. The der-

mal and epidermal layer of skin combined is 1.93–2.35 mm 

thick [21]. The trapezius, which is where shoulder padding 

sits on the rugby player ranges from 4.1 to 14.26 mm in 

thickness [22, 23]. A 2 mm skin layer and an 8 mm mus-

cle layer (10 mm total) were, therefore, used for the syn-

thetic tissue surrogate. Both the validation simulants 

(Porcine tissue and  Syndaver® skin simulant) were also 

10 mm thick. The muscle simulant was made from silicone 

 (Silastic™ 3481, Dow Corning, UK) set as a rectangular slab 

(200 × 150 × 8 mm). The reason a flat rectangular shape and 

not a shoulder shape was chosen was so the surrogate was 

repeatable, easy to fabricate, and fitted into the test rig. 

The silicone was a three-part blend with the addition of a 

catalyst and deadener  (PlatSil® Gel 25 Deadener, Mould-

life, UK) in a 10:1:4 (base: catalyst: deadener) weight ratio. 

The blend was thoroughly mixed and fully degassed before 

being poured into rectangular moulds (200 × 150 mm). Its 

compressive properties matched that of Porcine muscle 

tissue, with previous research [12] outlining how this was 

achieved. The skin layer was made from synthetic chamois 

(2 mm) cross-woven polyvinyl acetate (PVA) (KCIC200, 

Kent Car Care, Manchester, UK) due to its similar penetra-

tion resistance to the skin as found in previous studies [13, 

20, 24]. The skin covered the soft tissue layer to create a 

dual-layered testbed (10 mm thick in total). The synthetic 

chamois was added to the silicone while it was setting so 

they bonded together. A bespoke clamp held the skin–tissue 

system in place during the testing (Fig. 3b). Padded rugby 

clothing (shoulder padding) can also be clamped in place 

over the synthetic tissue surrogate. The test rig operates in a 

two stage process. A vertical load applies pre-compression 

to the surrogate following which a horizontal load is applied 

to create a raking action with the vertical load maintained.

3  Validation of protocol

3.1  Test parameters

Using the adaptations described to the rig and the surro-

gate, similar loading conditions developed by Oudshoorn 

Fig. 2  Schematic of stud raking 

rig

Fig. 3  a Exploded CAD view of 

Test Bed, b Test Bed (without 

padding)
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[7] were achieved (Table 1). It should be acknowledged that 

maximum vertical force  (Fz) and therefore, pressure per stud 

(MPa) is higher in the current test. However, this is still 

within 95% CI of Oudshoorn’s study. The horizontal force 

 (Fx) at the maximum vertical force is also displayed. The 

mean COF was calculated from the full duration of the rak-

ing movement.

3.2  Synthetic tissue surrogate

To validate the synthetic tissue surrogate, tests were run 

on, (i) a slab of 10 mm thick ex vivo Porcine tissue (belly) 

acclimatized to room temperature (stored in a fridge (4 °C)) 

and (ii) a slab of commercially available synthetic skin 

and subcutaneous tissue (“Basic” 5 mm thick tissue plate, 

 Syndaver®, Florida) covering a 5 mm thick silicone muscle 

layer (same as muscle layer in synthetic tissue surrogate). 

The procurement and storage of the Porcine tissue followed 

all of the University of Sheffield's ethical guidelines and risk 

assessment policies. This approach offered a multi-factor 

validation of the surrogate. Porcine tissue and  Syndaver® 

products have been reported to display similar mechanical 

properties to human tissue, especially when comparing pen-

etration resistance of the skin [25]. While  Syndaver® skin is 

considered to be a state-of-the-art product, chamois leather 

offers a low-cost and frangible alternative that is suitable 

for this project.

Raking tests (without the addition of shoulder padding) 

following the parameters in Table 1 were performed on the 

Synthetic tissue surrogate. And then, the Porcine tissue and 

 Syndaver® skin simulant for validation. When comparing 

post-test photographic images (taken from a fixed camera 

position) (Fig. 4), similar signs of wear/ abrasion were seen 

between the synthetic tissue surrogate and Porcine tissue, as 

well as this, there was tearing/laceration in the  Syndaver® 

product, as seen in the synthetic tissue surrogate. A tear/lac-

eration was defined when the silicone soft tissue layer could 

be seen through the chamois layer. The reason the Porcine 

skin did not tear could be because it is slightly tougher due 

to its higher collagen content [15, 16], and slightly higher 

thickness when compared with human skin [17]. When com-

paring vertical load against horizontal displacement plots 

(Fig. 5) similar traces can be seen between the synthetic 

tissue surrogate and the  Syndaver® skin simulant, the Por-

cine tissue surrogate follows a similar trace at the end of the 

raking movement but the loads are smaller at the beginning, 

possibly due to the irregularities seen in organic tissues. The 

mean COF was also calculated throughout the raking dura-

tion, a mean COF of 0.61 and 0.59 was exhibited by the Por-

cine Tissue and  Syndaver® skin simulant. A slightly higher 

COF was exhibited by the synthetic tissue surrogate of 0.63; 

Table 1  Test parameters (without padding) ± standard deviation (SD)

Max. vertical 

force (N)

Max pressure (MPa) 

(per stud)

Mean horizontal (Raking) 

velocity (m/s)

Horizontal force at max. 

vertical force (N)

Mean COF

Oudshoorn [20] (1 stud) 137 ± 39 1.32 ± 0.38 0.93 – 0.57

Current test (4 studs) 729 ± 1.1 1.75 ± 0.003 0.82 ± 0.06 641 ± 0.8 0.63

Fig. 4  a Synthetic tissue surrogate, b Porcine tissue, c  Syndaver® skin simulant
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however, it was concluded this was a close comparison to the 

validation surrogates. After validation, the synthetic tissue 

surrogate was used for the assessment of padded clothing.

4  Assessment of padded clothing

Testing was completed with the addition of PlastaZote 

foam (PlastaZote LD60, 12 mm thick) used as a control 

material, as done in a previous impact testing of shoulder 

padding study [26], and two commercial shoulder pad-

ding materials clamped over the synthetic tissue surrogate. 

Images of the Synthetic tissue surrogate were taken before 

and after one raking trial. After this, a further five (six 

in total) raking trials were performed to see if the pad-

ding degraded. There was clear degradation of both the 

padding, and the material that encompasses the padding, 

but no wear or tear marks on the underlying Synthetic 

tissue surrogate (Fig. 6a). The maximum vertical force 

applied without padding was 21 N (3%) higher than the 

overall mean with padding, the mean horizontal velocity 

was 0.11 m/s (12%) lower than the mean with padding; 

however, these differences were not significant (t test, 

p = 0.137) (Table 2).

Fig. 5  Vertical load (N) against 

horizontal displacement (mm) 

plot for each validation sur-

rogate
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Figure 7b displays a difference map created by com-

paring images of the synthetic tissue surrogate before and 

after raking (ImageDiff, Ionforge). The software uses a 

color scale to highlight differences between the pixels in 

images (purple < blue < green < orange < yellow). The wear 

mark seen in Fig. 7a totalled 1108  mm2 (left) and 988  mm2 

(right). The green areas are where a visible tear occurred 

(Fig. 6a), as can be seen on the original image taken after 

raking (Fig. 7c). There was minimal difference between the 

images taken before and after testing with the control mate-

rial (Fig. 7b), providing further evidence to suggest padding 

can prevent, or reduce the severity of, stud-induced lacera-

tions or abrasions.

5  Discussion

The study set out to develop a testing mechanism using 

appropriate loading conditions to assess the effectiveness 

of rugby shoulder padding’s ability to prevent or lessen 

the severity of lacerations and abrasions. The investiga-

tion showed that rugby shoulder padding can prevent stud 

lacerations and abrasions using representative stud raking 

parameters. The study also developed a test method that can 

be used to assess both the safety of any sport’s studs as well 

as the effectiveness of various protective clothing across the 

sports industry.

Some limitations should be acknowledged when refer-

ring to both the test methods and results. Issues arise when 

using skin and human tissue simulants in an attempt to rep-

licate the mechanical behavior (frictional properties, break-

ing loads) of the human tissue it is representing. The cur-

rent test method validates the developed skin and human 

tissue simulant using Porcine tissue, a state-of-the-art skin 

simulant  (Syndaver®), and past literature. Using this vali-

dation process the most replicable and affordable simulant 

was developed, this adding to Oudshoorn’s [20] previously 

developed test method. However, unless live human tissue 

is used, the exact mechanical response to stud impacts can-

not be known. Porcine tissue is easy to obtain and is used 

because of its similarity to human tissue [27]. However, bio-

logical samples are unhygienic if not stored and transported 

correctly, quickly degrade, and are highly variable from 

sample to sample. Their inconsistency in mechanical prop-

erties is shown in Fig. 5. The surrogate developed was flat 

to ensure repeatability in testing, although layer thicknesses 

were similar to that of a human shoulder, the surrogate’s 

anatomical geometries were not; therefore, the surrogate was 

not shaped like a shoulder. This may have affected the sever-

ity of the tears at different points in the surrogate. However, 

it is suggested the same conclusions on the effectiveness of 

padding to prevent laceration and abrasion injuries would 

be found. The purpose of the surrogate was to test shoulder 

padding’s ability to prevent laceration and abrasion injuries 

in a repeatable way, which it successfully does; however, the 

addition of a surrogate with more representative geometries 

Table 2  Testing parameters and outcome (laceration)

*Y = yes, N = no

Max. verti-

cal force 

(N)

Average velocity (m/s) Tear/

laceration 

(Y/N)*

No padding 729 ± 1.1 0.82 ± 0.06 Y

PlastaZote foam 695 0.95 N

Commercial pad 1 706 0.87 N

Commercial pad 2 723 0.97 N

Fig. 7  Difference map created from an overlay of surrogate images before and after testing with (a) Original image of synthetic tissue surrogate 

after raking test with no padding (b) no padding (c) control material
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could further validate the flat synthetic tissue surrogate. 

Furthermore, the muscle thickness parameters were taken 

from a general population. Rugby players will tend to have 

a larger muscle mass than the general population [28].

Oudshoorn’s [20] impact parameters were based on a data 

set of participants with a mean mass of 76.2 kg. This is far 

lighter than the average professional rugby player (99.2 kg) 

[29]. Stud raking forces in professional rugby may then be 

greater; however, slightly higher stud pressures were used 

for the current test which may act to balance this out. Future 

studies should increase the stud pressures to a point where 

an abrasion or laceration is caused when shoulder padding 

is added. The protective limits of current shoulder padding 

could, therefore, be established.

Quantitative assessment of the amount of damage to the 

Synthetic tissue surrogate also poses a limitation. Many 

similar studies only qualitatively assess the difference in 

images, i.e., is there a tear or not. The current study looks to 

bridge this gap through the use of an image difference soft-

ware. However, this could be improved, three-dimensionally 

scanning the surface of the Synthetic tissue surrogate before 

and after stud raking would allow for the size of a tear to 

be quantitatively assessed, a similar method was used by 

Kalbermatten et al. [30] where a laser scanner was used 

to measure the percentage change in skin surface area of 

facial lacerations. If future tests were completed and tearing 

occurred, classifying each tear following a skin tear classifi-

cation system like the Skin Tear Audit Research [31] would 

lead to an improved assessment of the results. This could be 

the case if the padded material was of worse quality, or the 

stud used for testing was sharper. The results from the cur-

rent study do, however, mean that each tear did not need to 

be classified as the addition of padding did not cause a tear at 

all. With this in mind, the effect of stud design could also be 

explored in the future. The study focused on laceration and 

abrasion injuries only. Other superficial injuries caused by 

studs like bruising should also be considered in the future.

Mechanical test setups like this also allow for the compar-

ison of results measured from different shoulder pads; there-

fore, meaning the test could be implemented in test houses as 

part of regulations and standards [32]. World Rugby’s™ cur-

rent test method assesses the impact attenuative abilities of 

the material and not its injury prevention capacity. Coupled 

with this, the test has not been based on any biomechanical 

parameters. However, when designing mechanical tests in 

regulations and standards it is important to consider their 

practicality for test houses. The current study would not be 

appropriate for use in a test house due to the number of 

replicable skin and soft tissue simulants that would need to 

be used, and the bespoke nature of the mechanical testing 

device. Further work could consider whether standardized 

test methods for cut-resistant materials (e.g., ISO 13997 and 

BS 388) can be applied to rugby padding, by comparing 

outputs from such standards with those from the tests pre-

sented here.

Future studies are needed to identify how different shoul-

der padding designs, different materials as well as the addi-

tion of the player's jersey can affect their ability to protect 

from stud injury. This information could then be used by 

manufacturers, as well as in the development of regulations 

associated with shoulder padding.

6  Conclusions

In this research, a test method was developed, which 

assessed rugby shoulder padding’s ability to prevent or 

lessen the severity of rugby stud injuries. Previous research 

was used to reproduce game-relevant loading conditions for 

stud raking in Rugby Union. A validated skin and soft tis-

sue simulant was used, advancing previous research. The 

test method also can be modified to assess various items of 

padded clothing across multiples sports. Future research can 

use this test method to quantify the protective abilities in 

regards to stud injuries of various shoulder padding designs.
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